
Process ImProvement - By tony GarrItano

Learn From The Politicians
If mortgage lenders really pay attention to our politicians in Washington, they 
can learn a lot about what not to do.

At this writing Speaker Boehner has left talks with President Obama to raise the debt ceiling. 
The President has now taken a back seat in what happens. On Friday he asked Congress to 
present him with a plan that he can sign over the weekend. No plan was crafted. So, the Presi-

dent and the Speaker decided to address the nation to make their case. At this writing the Speaker and 
Majority Leader Reid are set to debut two different deals to ensure the raising of our debt ceiling. This 
debate has been going on for seven months ad in true Washington style, it is coming to the deadline.

I read an informed column by political strategist David Gergen that sums up this issue nicely. David 
starts his column by detailing a few possible debt ceiling debate outcomes. His option (a) is such that, 
“The president and Congress reach a historic accord that reduces deficits by some $4 trillion over 10 
years while also lifting the debt ceiling through the 2012 elections.”

David doesn’t think we’re going to get this option. He says, “For a long while -- since the days of the 
Simpson-Bowles commission -- I had hoped that option (a) would be the answer. The country desperately 
needs to get its fiscal house in order, and Simpson-Bowles provided the best plan anyone has devised. It 
also had bipartisan support, mostly because it had just about the right ratio of $2 in spending cuts for every 
$1 in tax increases. Sadly, the White House failed to seize that banner and start a parade.

“The president, to his credit, has recently been trying to revive the idea of a grand bargain, working 
with House Speaker John Boehner, but it has been too little, too late. The excitement over the “Gang of 
Six” proposal this week -- also a commendable try -- lasted for less than 24 hours before that plan came 

under withering assault from labor unions as well as 
the right. Option (a) is dead, at least for now.

Over in the House, of course, the “Gang of 234” 
still hasn’t abandoned its hopes for a conservative 
variation of option (a) but “cut, cap and balance” isn’t 
going anywhere, either. Given the shortcomings, I be-
gan thinking some days ago that option (b) is the best 

available answer. It would marry up the Harry Reid/Mitch McConnell plan for raising the debt ceiling 
with spending cuts that could assuage conservatives. But this week, opposition has been mounting to 
Reid/McConnell, especially within the GOP.

“It is now a serious question whether a majority can be found in the House for option (b). There 
may never be enough spending cuts to satisfy a bloc of Republicans, and who can say how many House 
Democrats will go along with a package of cuts that doesn’t include tax increases?

“And time is rapidly running out. We now find ourselves on a boat sailing just above Niagara Falls. 
The closer we get to the edge, the greater the danger that we will be sucked over the precipice.

“Several days ago, I would have put the odds on option (b) at better than 50-50; today, sadly, I 
reckon the odds are less than 50-50. In other words, the prospects point increasingly toward a default. 
Let us hope that is not the case. No one can be sure of the near-term financial consequences, especially 
if Congress then acted quickly to reverse itself, as it did over the Bush bailout in 2008. But a default, 
however short, will definitely fuel a growing perception in the world of America in decline.

“We also know that the credit rating agencies such as Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s -- both eager 
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to reclaim their manhood -- are watching these follies with a 
gimlet eye. Even if Washington passes a version of Reid/McCo-
nnell, averting a default, S&P has made clear that absent some 
sort of multitrillion plan that goes with it, there is a good chance 
it will downgrade our credit rating. If we actually default, the 
credit agencies are practically guaranteeing a downgrade.

“So, where does all this come out? I deeply regret -- and 
hope that I am wrong -- that as of this eleventh hour, the an-
swer is option (e) -- default and downgrade. We have one more 
hour till midnight.

“This is no way to run a country.”
I agree David. And we’re seeing 

the impact. According to Reuters, 
“Wall Street fell on Wednesday as 
troubling signs from U.S. corpora-
tions and falling demand for long-
lasting manufactured goods discour-
aged investors already nervous about 
faltering debt talks in Washington.

“A profit warning from Juniper 
Networks, which sent its shares down 
20 percent, and moderating order 
growth at Emerson Electric Co com-
pounded investors’ concerns about 
corporate strength after some high 
profile earnings misses. Emerson’s 
shares fell nearly 7 percent.

“The S&P 500 has lost more than 2 percent this week as 
acrimonious debate about raising the U.S. debt ceiling has left 
investors fretting over a U.S. debt default or a possible credit 
downgrade later in the year.

“That is going to remain front and center in terms of driving 
market activity,” said Mark Luschini, chief investment strategist 
at Janney Montgomery Scott in Philadelphia. “Without a deal 
and the clock winding down, I think investors’ anxiety is only 
going to increase.”

All sides have tried to pass the buck to the other guy so 
they don’t get blamed for the pain that will be associated with 
raising the debt ceiling. In particular, it continues to amaze me 
how our President seems happy delegating the big issues to 
Congress. Hopefully by the time you read this default will have 
been averted.

But really this behavior in Washington isn’t new. When it 

came to health care the President left it up to Pelosi and Reid. 
Further, while his own party was divided over the need for a 
public option, the resident chose to remain silent instead of tell-
ing his party and the American people what he wanted. 

As a result, the Republican Party demonized the health care 
plan and Pelosi, which got them the majority in the House and 
cut down the Democratic majority in the Senate. The President 
continues to talk about getting rid of the Bush tax cuts, but when 
he had a chance to act on this issue last December, instead he com-
promised with Republicans to extend the tax cuts for two more 
years. Personally, I think that was a good decision, but again it tells 

us that the President is more willing to 
outsource or compromise instead of 
standing up for what he believes in. 

What does all this mean for the 
mortgage industry? I think there’s a 
clear lesson to be learned. You can’t 
be reactive, you have to be proactive. 
When RESPA Reform came down 
a lot of lenders waiting up until the 
deadline to change their processes 
to be compliant. We saw the same 
last-minute reaction to LO Comp 
this year. Why do we wait until the 
last minute to act? And why do we 
wait for Washington to tell us how to 

change our processes?
It shouldn’t be this way. We as an industry should start to 

step up. The fact is that if the mortgage industry had a more 
data-centric, transparent process to begin with a lot of the new 
regulation would be mute. Instead, the mortgage industry is slow 
to change. A prime example is that some lenders I talk to still 
doubt the legality of electronic signatures. Really? Are we that 
far behind in our thinking?

So, what’s next? We’re now faced with Dodd-Frank and the 
CFPB. This new agency is trying to create uniform disclosures 
right now. Why is that controversial? Does the borrower real-
ly need to be presented with 100 pages or more of mortgage 
documents at closing? Shouldn’t that process be simplified? Of 
course it should, and we all know it, but it won’t get done until 
someone tells us to do it. Why is that the case my friends?

Let’s learn from the poor example our politicians continue to 
set and dare to be proactive in an ever changing market. ❖
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